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Empire will have a shortened final season

Due to the coronavirus, the sixth and final season of Empire will end a bit sooner than expected. The last season will now consist of eighteen episodes, instead of twenty.

Production on Empire was halted due to the coronavirus. The finale wasn't recorded at the time, but the first couple of episodes had already released. The entire season  couldn't be shifted into next year . The eighteenth episode was the last episode on which production had finished before it was halted. FOX has now decided that this episode will also be its last. 
 
 To properly end the series, footage from the nineteenth episode has been added to the eighteenth episode. The cast and crew were halfway through production when it was halted. 
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 Taraji P. Henson and Terrence Howard in Empire
 
 Production on the final season of Supernatural was also halted due to the coronavirus, which may result in an incomplete ending. It is in the same situation, eighteen episodes out of twenty have been entirely produced. For now, thirteen episodes have been released. The creators of Supernatural have decided to eventually produce the final two episodes and then air the last seven episodes.
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Next episode
No new episodes, series is terminated.
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Latest news
[image: NBC cancels Quantum Leap (2022) after two seasons]
NBC cancels Quantum Leap (2022) after two seasons

NBC has decided not to move forward with a third season of the Quantum Leap (2022) reboot starring Raymond Lee.

Yesterday, 20:02

[image: VRT and Streamz will work together for the third season of Chantal]
VRT and Streamz will work together for the third season of Chantal

Well-known names such as Lize Feryn, Robin Keynaert, Kurt Van Eeghem and Ilse De Koe strengthen the cast.

Yesterday, 19:02

[image: John Leguizamo cast in Apple TV+'s Firebug]
John Leguizamo cast in Apple TV+'s Firebug

Emmy and Tony winner John Leguizamo stars alongside Taron Egerton in the upcoming drama series Firebug.

Yesterday, 18:07

[image: Trailer for Netflix's Dead Boy Detectives released]
Trailer for Netflix's Dead Boy Detectives released

Netflix has unveiled the official trailer for Dead Boy Detectives.

Yesterday, 13:02

[image: Netflix orders Agatha Christie series The Seven Dials Mystery]
Netflix orders Agatha Christie series The Seven Dials Mystery

Streaming service Netflix brings Agatha Christie's work back to life.

Yesterday, 11:02

[image: Legally Blonde spin-off in development at Prime Video]
Legally Blonde spin-off in development at Prime Video

Reese Witherspoon is once again involved in one of the most important titles in her acting career.

Yesterday, 10:02
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TV Guide
Choose per series where you want be kept informed of. For instance new episodes or start of a new season.


Discover series

Looking for new series? There must be one among the more than 21.300 series. And otherwise the community of 503.000 members can assist you.


Everything about TV-series
We have all the information about your favorite TV series. From the latest news or reviews till a list of the episodes.
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